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ABSTRACT

Based on 17ork performed by v!,rious engineers and

scientists, (Streub, et aY; Taylor; Williams; Horikawa;

etc.), small scale experiments were performed to compare

the performance of a hydraulic breakwater for attenuation

of various random wave spectra to monochromatic waves.

Previous exneriments were conducted in the presence of

monochromatic vieves and wind generated waves, the wind

generated waves Oeing closer to natural occurrences than

monochromatic w, ves.

Four vave snectra, Darbyshire, Pierson, ITTC and

Jonswap, were generated against a breakwater set at a

fixed depth and fixed jet area per foot (maximum

mechanically attainable) while varying the flowrate.

The results indicate il much larger discharge require-

ment for the 2ttenuation of random waves to the same

degree as monochromatic waves of similar magnitude. This

is due to the fact that the breakwater does not work as

well on the longer waves of the spectrum as it does on

the shorter wayes.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

a = boundary condition constant

a. = channel cross-sectional area

a = cumulative jet area

b = boundary condition constant

BI = initial condition constant

B = initial conditon constant

C = initial condition constant

d = water depth

Fr = Froude Number

g = gravitational acceleration constant

h = depth of jet-induced current

HAVG = average incident wave height

H MAX = maximum incident wave height

HSIG = significant incident wave height

HTSIG = significant transmitted wave height

k wave number (integer)

L wave length of transmitted wave

L0 = wave length of incident wave

I q discharge per foot of breakwater

Q a total discharge of breakweter

t time

T . wave period

T P peak wave period of wave spectrum
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V = mean velocity from water jets and surface current

x = horizontal space coordinate

y = vertical space coordinate

Z2  Taylor's non-dimensional coefficient relating

wave length to surface current parameters

= surface current velocity potential

* 2 = velocity potential below surfa.ce current
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INTRODUCTION

Wave attenuation by surface currents created by

pneumatic and hydraulic breakwaters has been studied for

many years. Studies of pneumatic breakwaters will not be

discussed, except to say the early research of hydruallc

breakwaters was directly related to the pneumatic break-

water experimental results, ie, the horizontal current set

up near the water surface by the rising bubbles was the

main cause for wave attenuation, as is the case of the

current set up by the horizontal water jets. The major

motivation for the development of hydraulic breakwaters

was to develop a transportable, easily erected and operated

breakwater to expedite emergency operations, such as oil

spill clean up or salvage. The breakwater could be stowed

on a vessel, installed where needed and operated by pumps

already installed on the ships. Another application would

be to use the breakwater during off-shore or coastal con-

struction, such as bridge, pier and platform construction,

where no breakwater existed before or would be needed

after constructior was completed. There are also various

military applications.

A hydraulic breakwater is formed by discharging water

under pressure through a series of orifices or nozzles in

a manifold in a direction opposite to incident waves. As

the water jets from the breakwater interact with the sur-

rounding water, a high degree of turbulence is generated.

This turbulence and diffusion eventually create a horizontal

currento When waves enter this current, part of their

energy La dissipated. As a result of this energy loss,

the height of the transmitted waves beyond the breakwater

is less than that of the incident waves, with 100% attenua-

tion an a goal,

-7-
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Hydraulic breakwaters were heavily studied in the

mid to late 1950's. Taylor1 manipulated mathematical

equations for two surface current profiles, one constant

with depth, the other linearly decrea sirg %^ith depth, for

100% wave attenuation. He showed the relationship between

horizontal current velocity and attenuation of incoming

waves. Experimental results have shown that the linearly

decreasing velocity profile is a close approximation.

For this current, he represents waves, of wave length

L= 2ft/k and frequency T/2ff, by velocity potentials !

on the surfa~c current and 2 be3.wv Lhe cu:r'rent:

4i -vx+(B Iky + B2 e- y) el(kxTt)

Ce k ( y + h ) e i(kx-Tt)

if the surface wave is y=aei(k x -Tt) and the lower surface

is y=-h+bei kxTt)(k>O). He then non--dimensionalizes

these equations and finds the relationship:

2. 2Z2=2trhO 2 / L0 = hg/V2

with h= depth of current, LO= wavelength of incident waves,
g= gravitational acceleration, V2 = velocity needed to

completely attenuate the waves and c2 is a coefficient

2:%, defined as g/vT, T= wave period. He tabulates values of

°<2 as a function of Lo/2th = v2 /Z2 in Table 4.

As an example, LO= 5 ft., k=l, h=51n.,then L0 /2rrh=I.91,

and from Table 4, -*2.60 then, 2rhA 2 L =3.54=hg/ ,

and V2 . 1.95 fps. An approximate flow rate through the

jets necessary to create the required velocity can be

calculated if the area of the current-creating jets is

known. Say aj = .005 sf. Then, &=V.aj .01 cfs is

needed to attenuate the waves.

, g"" -8-,
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EveLns2 performed model studies showing the importande

of the surface current generated by the breakwater's jets.

He states and shows that waves may be stopped by a sufficiently

thick opposing surface current and that the period of

the waves remains unchanged as they pass into the current.

His experiments showed that waves will be at least partially

dw. ,id by the turbulent action caused by a counter-current.

Evan' tests were for shallow water conditions, where as

Tay r's equations are for infinitely deep water.3,6
Straub, et al, performed two sEparate scale experi-

ment; to determine scale effects and horsepower require-

ments for efficient operation of hydraulic breakwaters.

As test parameters, they varied, jet area per foot of

breakwater, jet angle of attack, jet depth per water depth,

jet discharge and number of jet nozzle manifolds. Their

data Are presented in dimensional and non-dimensional form.

It was determined that the scaling factor is the Froude

Number, Fr2=V2/gd= constant, Jet depth for best results

is .91 water depth from the bottom, so as to stay below

the wave troughs, and jet area per foot of breakwater

should be maximized.
Using the example from above, wave length L,=5 ft,

depth d= 2 ft, jet area aj= .01 sf and graphs from Straub,

et al',

L d = 2.5

jet submergence =21.4 inches from the bottu,. Prom their

Fig. 5, discharge per foot of breakwater q= .018 cfs for

90% attenuation of the waves. And from their Fig. 8, for

100% attenuation, q= ..018 cfs. Horsepower and discharge
requirements as functions of aj are found in their Fig. 6

in'-dimensionle~s form.

--9-
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Other studies were conductcui, ; "tYI' ... -

dimensional studies by Straub, et al and Horikowa,

t ' determine the rtrea (, f *. . , , .. .i

that are set at variovu, , nslc; ,. tr+ ati" 2l, incident

wave trains; a breakwater installed ahocrd a ship (Dilley4 )

to protect the ship arid mooring system ,zrsn/< operations

in deep water; the verification of the FroucP1 nu-mber as

the scaling factor (Williams 7 ), a gr- ' t> rrec on the

free water surface pi.;:.- Lin l t t i

process; and .tt. i,_ n of xi' . .' . Wie ge )

the closest to tv . -

longer, deeper .,,e;n , re rct CttecuuetL : effectively

as the shorter, zhai .... .r v . 'e:-  , .i , :Uch-y

and Rao 1 0 updated and reverified priv(L(1, c tlCted

data for deep water waves. It was doterrncue by these

experiments that horsepower requirements mibht e less

than previously expected, but further studies would have

to be performed.

Most previous experiments were conducted using mono-

chromatic waves. It will be attempted to show a very

iimited case of the hydraulic bres - -kwate., with fixed .;et

area, fixed jet angle and fixed jet submergence. Various

random wave spectra attenuation will be compared to Straub,

et al 3 , results aa to efficiencyr of the hvdr:,iilic break-

water. The wave spectra used oore Dirbyshir(., ITTO, JonswEn

and Pierson-Moskowitz, a, these were l.ibrary .-Tpectra

installed in the wave generator system. Tabl.e 2 shows the

equations used to describe the variois '.'avc-. spectra. A

sample of the strip chart genera-ted by thv FTTC spectrum

at q= .03 cfs/ft is ohown in fi.. .

4 I
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DISCUSSION Oi: JE1-,

A basic axiom1 1 of jet hydr-.ulics tt ;hat the'

entire kinetic energy of a jet will be dissipated

through reaction with the surrounding fluid. And the

Newtonian principle of action and reaction makes it plain

that deceleration f the uid i i.hJYtciu.c..Jelerat ion
turbulent diffusion, occur's throu,-h sim Aitant:,, s acceleration

of the surrounding fluid. The pred-ti:-n of the surface

velocity snd thickriesc. of tlie r ~..the

discharge of the water je: i - 3,:.ti1. .. tor in the

practical use of hydraulic brea'' *r _.

way of predicting tl'ie j etL% U0 ; "I " i3

given by Albertson, et al I I. He gives expressions for

both slots and circular orifices. For a slot width equal

to orifice diameter, and all other parameters equal, the

maximum slot velocity is less than the maximum orifice

velocity, both measured on the centerline, respectively.

-: Albertson, et al, present various non-dimensional plots

of velocity profile parameters for the use of engineers

and designers. Jen, et a12 , bring in the effects of

temperature, but in the experiments reported on in this

.. paper, these effects are neglected.

.4!
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APPARATUS

The experimental ipparatus con3ists of a % ave tank.

wave generator and hydraulic breakwater. The tank is a

120 ft long, 24.5 inch wide, two-dienzional rlss walled

flume. The wave generator is located at the head of the

tank, while a wave absorbing bea-ch is :, the end. Water

depth was kept constant at 20 inches (fPi;. L). The channel

area, ac (24,5)(: 0)/I< 13. .

The jet sic ana m.Lifold p1Ciu.e;ct vere approximated

using Straub, et al, resPdts. The bre-kweter consists of

a 1.5 inch I.D. PVC rIpe .... told fed th ro 4,  a central

Tee junction by a pump rated at bO gpm through a 1.5 inch

I.D. pipe (fig. 3). The breakwater manifold is secured

at a fixed height from the bottom of the tank , 18.25 inches

(.91 depth). The manifold has twenty-two 7/32 inch brass

nozzle jets spaced 1 inch apart center to center, for a

total jet area a.= .827 sqin. The jet area was set so as

to be maximum mechanically possible. This gave a jet area

to channel area ratio of .00169.

The wave generator is a Seasim Iodular Wave Making

system, consisting of a Seasim Progr~mjmable Spectrum Random

Signal Generator, a Rolling Seal Wave MI-ker RSW 30-60,

and a Servo Control Amplifier LSC 24-48. The breakwater

was set into the tank 45 ft from the wave generator, with

two resistance-type wave gages, one 20 ft ahead and one
20 ft behind the breakwater (fig. 2).

To determine the maximum discharge requirement, and

from this the pump size necessary, Straub, et al 3 Fig. 8.

was used. A maximum flow rate per foot of breakwater

q= '025 cfs/ft v .'s chosen, since2 100,% ,t,'om tion of

wave lengths used in this experiment ocur'ri before this

value wan reached. Thus, rn es'i.at,.', : (.A5)(,.04),
.051 cfs= 22.5 igpm was needed at the -)ozi1 f the



breakwater. It was thought tit tP in i '.ty' via ter

supply would be sufficienrt to deiiv- ti, r,&ireA flow

rate, but after preliminary test3 E';:m ,TI-ned Imrccept-

able. The laboratory pur"o used, was rgd at ,U gpm

through a 1.5 inch pipe. Water was fed to the pump

directly from the tank, the suction end far away from

the experimental apparatus, so the water cv.l irn the

tank would remain essentially contant. An orifice

meter was insta-led ' t-e t, an . c7. I i- .. . itt:cn .d

to a mercury mnaronieter to 1:e able to *.ceara 'iA y ned;aoce

the flov rate? from th.," pa:lp to thC brc 7w.: ,

.>
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tD discharge is increasing at a much r r u for random

waves than for monochromatic waves. This would lead one

to believe it requires more disch;,r. e, .r t-.refore more

power, per foot of breakwater to attuin ti~e sitme degree

of attenuation of random waves of the same significant

period and height as the period and height of a monochro-

matic wave train, with the same bre,,kwc-ter.

The attenuation of each diff(e,:_ t s.r)&trim ,uS cal-

culated for each of average wave height, significant wave

height and r.xlam -,. ], cci
using a fast Fourier. ii oxm (Ut::, L>c .i'_ ogr1,1)

computer program written at Texas A U i s i ty. InU of tit ichieed,
all cases, the snrn e emount of Ctt~rn t2 ,r ve

so only the significant v.'ave heights of the transmitted

waves were tabulrited iii Table 1. .h.e sfi.rrificint wave

height was chosen as this is normally chozen cs the

design wave for most applications.

It was noted that the water in front of the break-

water rose slightly at high rates of discharge, except

directly in front of the break-water. The vcloritv of

the water jets caused the surrounding water to be pulled

away from the breakwater, by the interactive forces

discussed a1)o-, .-, at a higher rate thin th v,.ter behind

the breav'ater could naturally fill the voil. No solution

to this problem, if it is a problem, will r put forward.

.- 15- 4



CONCLUSIONS

1. The rate of attenuation for thLc .  w- p, ,y.tre.

tested is less than comparable monochromatic waves,

by approximately a factor of 2.

2. Using the above as a guide, horsepower Rnd efficiency

comparisons would most probably be affected in a

similar manner.

3. The shorter waves of the Bpectra viere ,ttenuated

oult by the breakwater, but the ]onger waves continued

through virtually unaffected.

4. Comparison of attenuation of average, significant and

. maximum wave heights showed they were equal.

I'p'
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TABLE 1. SUTZIARY 0?F 1 .. <:7

Darbyshire Snpctrum /,

HSIG= 1.29 in tV, .al ir v i.65 in
q(cfs/ft) HTSIG(in) Aon . P (sec)

0 .98 ." 1.16
.018 .92 .: 1.16
.029 .80 1.16
.041 .67 . 1.16

Pierson-Moskowitz S ,, : ./d" " "
HSS I3 7:A"

•SIG 1.37 in ni' ic> I"

q(cfs/ft) HTSIG( i:: A t t e ,u,-i ior. T p(Sec)

0 1.01 .,-6 .98
.020 .89 .35 1.16
.028 .7R .43 1.16
.047 .60 .56 1.28

ITTC Spectrum Tp= .98s LO/d= 3.63

HSIG= 1.43 in H AVE .89 in H ,X= 1.82 in

q(cfs/ft) HTSIG(in) Attenuation T p(sec)

0 .93 .35 1.16
.018 .88 .38 1.16
.030 .7o .51 1.16
.042 .56 .61 1.28

Jonswap Spectrum Tp= .98s Lo/d= 3.63
L.IG: 1.43 in HAVE = .98 in H, - 1.82 in

q(ofa/ft) HT (in) Attenuation T (sec)

0 1.02 .29 1.16
.017 .96 .33 1.16
.028 .85 .AI 1.16
.036 .72 5SQ 1.16

.]8 .: . .



TABLE 2 STANDA Lf iHl 1 -)

Darbyshire CorsLt Vyc~ t I~ t

S(f) 1.,494 y e exp___
T7 4'~i

where

where * .

B I

ITTC SDectrun

S(f) =Af5 exp B-'

where A = 0,11i. IV/-
4 ~

B =0.443 /

Jonswap Spectrwim

S(f) AfC" exp ( f' \y

where A =60)..,, r*~ u-

B exp) (f--f 0 )

4r ~ A .07 f)

=~ ~ >)0 f
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Figure 1. Sample Random Wave Strip Chart
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Tee Junc tion

. End Caps

1.5" I.D. PVC with 22 7/32" brass nozzle;s spaced 1" O.C.

Figure 3. Breakwater blanifold
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